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Abstract- Photovoltaic modules (panels) have potentiality of
generating clean, silent, electricity without burning of fuel fossil
which may cause tremendous damage to our natural
environment. When photovoltaic is integrated in building
envelope, it would serve a dual purposes, first generate electricity
secondly serves as a building element. For the photovoltaic
integration to fulfill its optimum goal it should uplift building
appearance, and enhance aesthetic quality and flexibility of the
building. The objective of this research is to investigate the
efficiency of photovoltaic integration in building in hot and cold
climates, and how could it be optimized for sustainable
development. The methodology adapted was based on
comparative case studies of office buildings from hot climate,
where Sudan was chosen as case study area, and for cold climates
NCC Office building in Finland. It was discovered that thin film
PV panel is more appropriate for hot climates and polycrystalline
for cold climates.
Index Terms— Mono-crystalline, Poly-crystalline, Thin film,
PV Integration, Efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic is beautiful, tidy, immaculate, safe and
effective tool that has been used in building for long time.
Technological development that occurs in building material
and construction technology made photovoltaic cells
appropriate to be integrated in building envelope.(1) Until
recently researchers concern on energy efficiency and
utilization of renewable resources in building concentrates
mostly on residential buildings. Notable advancement was
made in the issue of subsidizing energy use in small scale
residential building. Now days , researchers interest shifted
from a small housing to larger public building types, this is
more obvious and appropriate due to a tremendous increase in
the population growth rate of people living in large cities
across the world. (2) Generally, photovoltaic operates by
converting energy from solar radiation in to electricity. PV
panels have no mobile parts it operates silently without any
noise emanating from them, and required less maintenance
cost, without giving off greenhouse gasses or any pollutants as
in fossil fuel generators. (3) The International Energy Agency
(IEA) proposed that, if solar energy is amicably utili it could
supply up to 11% of the world electricity production in the year
2050.This could only be achieved in situation where by many
countries, encourages investments in renewable energy sector

(PV panels) in the next 5-10 years, and reducing investment
expenses. (4) & (URL.1) In building integrated
photovoltaic(BIPV) system, PV panels are installed to
substitute building fabric, therefore it serves as a climatic
barrier for the building occupant, hence,and generates
electricity, therefore, contribute as a cost effective element in
built environment. (5) & (6)
1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Photovoltaic modules (panels) have potential of generating
clean electricity without burning of fuel fossil which may cause
tremendous damage to our natural environment. When
photovoltaic is integrated in building envelope, it would serve a
dual purposes, first generate electricity secondly serves as a
building element. For the photovoltaic integration to fulfil its
optimum goal it should affect building appearance, enhance its
aesthetic quality and flexibility. This research aimed at
comparing photovoltaic integration in hot and cold climate to
find out the most suitable type of photovoltaic is most efficient
to be used in each of the two climates. The research would put
more emphasis on building façade integration.
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The objective of this research is to investigate the
efficiency of photovoltaic integration in building in hot and
cold climate, and how could they be optimized for sustainable
development.
1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1- Is it possible to generate same quantity of energy from
photovoltaic in both cold and hot climate?
2- How could we improve photovoltaic integration to
achieve sustainable development?
3- What type of photovoltaic is efficient in each of cold and
hot climate?
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology adapted in this research work is
based on intensive literature review, comparative studies of
various cases studies of photovoltaic integration of
photovoltaic in cold and hot climatic regions, to arrive at final
outcome.
II. LITRITURE REVIEW
2.1 PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY
Photovoltaic generates electricity through changing solar
energy in to direct electric current by utilizing semi-conductors
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that exhibit the Photovoltaic properties. Photovoltaic power
production uses solar panel made up of solar molecules
comprising photovoltaic materials. Materials employed in
photovoltaic cells production includes Môn crystalline silicon,
polycrystalline silicon, etc.(7) Even though most photovoltaic
cells utilized nowadays are from similar base material (silicon)
but various technologies give cells their peculiar notables
qualities. The most popular cells type used to days are;
monocrystline cells these are of the size of 10 cm x 10 cm,
their efficiency is between 14 % to 17% this is under European
weather condition, can generate energy of 900- 1000 kwh for
each installed cell. Polycrystalline cells of same size have
efficiency of 12% and able to generate 750 to 800 Kwh, finally
thin film silicon is normally fixed on above glass characterized

Figure, 1- off- grid system
Source: (Enlighten power solution)
2.2 TYPES OF PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL
Photovoltaic cells can be grouped into crystalline silicon,
thin-film technology and nano solar cell.
Crystalline solar cell is produced from chemical
compounds, because silicon cannot be found in its pure form in
nature. However its production involved a series of refining
production processes which made it to be relatively
expansive.(10)
2.2.1. MONOCRYSTALLINE SOLAR CELLS
Was first produced in 1955, it resample’s polycrystalline in
its performance, efficiency and reliability, it is produced in
circular form and then cut to the required sizes and form to
avoid loss; it is available in dark blue colour. (URL.2) Môn
crystalline molecule installation is expansive but has high
efficiency in generating energy.( 11) Môno crystalline cell of
10 cm X10 cm, with thickness of 360 micron, having
efficiency of 14%-17% can produce 900-1000 kw/h when
working under European climate (12) it is less tolerant to high
temperature, because at high temperature it produces less
energy, however this type of solar cell is more efficient in use
under cold and clear sky days.
2.2.2. POLYCRYSTALLINE SOLAR CELLS
Polycrystalline, cells are connected in series, they are
relatively cheap if produced in mass, but in situation where
individual produced the cost will be higher. The demerits of
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by transparent metal coat, these cell efficiency is between 5%8% and can generate 600 to 800kwh. (8)
Photovoltaic application can be categories as off grid and
grid system. Off grid system is applied in residential setting or
small scale building located far away from any national grid
connection. This system normally supply energy for house hold
use only, as shows in figure 1, In grid system photovoltaic
provide energy to structures that are already connected to
national grid .Moreover this system provide energy for
residential, industrial and commercial buildings. The energy
generated here normally more than the required quantity,
therefore the surplus quantity is sent back to the national
grid.(9) See figure2.

Figure2.Grid connection photovoltaic systems
source: (2015 Sharp Electronics.)
polycrystalline cell is that their efficiency is 12- 14% less than
that of Môn crystalline. (URL.3) Polycrystalline cells of 10cm
x 10cm with efficiency of 12% can produce an energy of 750850 kw/h when operates under European weather condition.
(13) It is more widely used in cold climates due to its less
production cost compared to Môn crystalline, and relatively
efficient and it could be used in hot climate too if it is well
ventilated.
2.2.3. THIN FILM TECHNOLOGY
It is produced through fixing thin layers of semiconductors
materials in strong material base. Its thickness is approximately
on micron. Even though it is less efficient than polycrystalline
and Môn crystalline, but it has better brighter future
prospective, because it can be used in large energy power
stations. Moreover, thin film can be produced in mass due to its
raw material cheapness and availability. (14) This cells have
merits of dependency on incidence radiations and temperature
however can efficiently operate in over shading. Variability in
its shape made it more flexible in use. (15) Presently the
modern thin film is produced from amorphous silicon and its
alloys. However, thin film have attained efficiency of 13% in
lab scale.(16)This type of cells are widely used in hot climates
for its tolerance to high temperature , efficiency under low
solar energy radiation intensity and its more economically
wise. See figure 3
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Figure 3 : Types of photovoltaic cells
Source: http://www.pvsolarchina.com.

Figure 4 : Comparing manufacturing costs for thin film and non-thin film
(Source: Chopra, Paulson and Dutta 2004, 71)
Table:I PV, Solar cells efficiency

Source: Roberts and Guariento, Thomas et al, 2001
2.3 BUILDING INTEGRATED PHOTOVOLTAIC
( BIPV)
In this system, photovoltaic serves both as generating
electricity means and building structure element, good
examples of PV integration are, roofing, atrium, façade and
shading devices. Photovoltaic in addition to its power supply, it

however, contributes to the aesthetics and prestige values of the
building .( 17)In (BIPV) system PV serve as climatic barrier,
therefore it is necessary that the rain tightness and durability
should be adequately considered, air gap should be left under
the solar cell or panel to allow air circulated to be cold down as
high temperature reduces the efficiency of mono- crystalline
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and polycrystalline cells, high temperature have less effect on
thin film cells.(18) The challenges faces PV is shading from
neighbouring buildings most especially in highly dense urban
areas, other problems are orientations, tilt angle, therefore it is
important for system designer to generate checklists to reduce
these challenges for the entire PV system to work efficiently.
(19)
2.3.1
PHOTOVOLTAIC
PRODUCTION
OPTIMIZATION
For BIPV to be optimized, the designer must compromise
between quantity of energy generated out of PV and the
architectural environment where it is going to be installed in,
however the choice of the best technology of BIPV depends on
the following variables:1- Orientation: - the quantity of solar radiation falling in
the module surface depends on its orientation and its angle of
inclination, however as the integration environment distance
from equator increased the more steeper their angle of
inclination increase.
2- Shading :- shading have negative impact on the yield of
PV, panel or molecule, therefore it should be avoided by good
planning, shading may be caused by vegetation’s, neighbouring
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buildings, new building, dirt or dust accumulations can reduces
PV efficiency..(URL.4)
4- Temperature: - the cell temperature in most instances
higher than lab temperature which is 25 C degrees, this lead to
reduction in cells efficiency. This reduction in turn increased
the payback period, therefore make the system inefficient for
users.(20)
5- The incident solar radiations on PV panels fixed in the
building façade in most instance is not perpendicular to the
façade surfaces, therefore this decreased the intensity of solar
radiation to the cell .(20,21)
2.4 TYPES OF INTEGRATION
2.4.1 FAÇADE INTEGRATION
Façade integration system can be done in various
techniques, these includes integral vertical and sloppy glazing
modules. PV can be integrated in our contemporary modern
façade system as curtains wall. When PV panels substitutes
conventional building material, labour, and installation cost
will be reduced. Also tremendous development have been
achieved in BIPV to serve as multi-functional element to
generate energy, serve as thermal insulation material, protect
building interior from weather elements and noise
control.(URL.5) See figure 5

Figure, 5: Façade integration
Source: (Green ability commercial ecosense)
2.4.1.1 VERTICALL WALL
In this system PV panels served as curtain walls, PV is
either semi- transparent or opaque PV modules could be
utilized as cladding finishes to wall surfaces as well and
generate energy. However with applying standards PV

modules sizes, a façade would be transformed to a very
beautifully appealing, highly technical and smart. (22, 23)See
figure 6&7

Figure6 : PV integrated into the opaque parts of the façade
Credit: http://csc.esbensen.dk/.
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Figure 7: Tobias Grau Production Building in Germany has PV integrated into it south glazed facade
Credit: http://csc.esbensen.
2.4.1.2 .PV INTEGRATION IN INCLINED WALLS
panels produces one- fifth of the building consumption of
electricity. PV panels are however, also mounted in front of the
When photovoltaic is integrated in
inclined building
wall facing south direction at an angle in a manner to shield
facades it adds to its aesthetic qualities, in addition to its
glazed building in summer from solar radiation incident at
functionality which entailed the optimum orientation of PV
higher angle. During winter, the sun incident is at lower angle,
molecules or panels to attract maximum intensive solar
therefore sun penetrates deep in to the building interior, to heat
radiations from incident ray.(URL.6) One of the interesting
the building passively.(URL.7) See figure 8.
examples of inclined wall integration is Solar- Fabrik Building
Freiburg, Germany, PV panels of an area of 575 meter squares
are integrated to cover the whole façade of the building. PV

Figure 8 : Inclined PV integrated façade of Solar-Fabrik building, Freiburg, Germany Credit: http://www.solarfabrik.de/.
Another example is Daxford Solar Office Building, here
PV is installed in the façade is inclined at an angle of 60
degrees, to fulfil the following, first to ensure that PV obtain
maximum solar radiations, secondly to address the problem of
any visual discomfort that might be caused in form of glare.

However so far daylight penetrates south façade through PV
panels bands, in normal days, therefore there will be no need
for artificial elimination.(24)See figure 9

See figure 9: PV integrated inclined wall of Daxford Solar Office
Credit: superstock.com/
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2.4.1.3 PHOTOVOLAIC AS SHADING DEVICES
PV cells can be integrated in building to serve as shading
element as well and to generate electricity. The integration can
be in different shapes, sizes, colours and patterns. PV panels
can be semi-transparent, or opaque, however they can be
installed to shad south, west and east façade and produce large
quantity of electricity too.
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(25) PV cell when integrated in window could create a
semi- transparent facade. However these types of applications
serve as shading element. PV cell laminated with Glass could
substitute cladding element, they could be used as sky light or
clerestories so far they are not design as see through (26) see
figure 10.

Figure 10 PV integration as a shading device and in windows
Source:

(Handbook for Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems)

2.6.1. PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFICIENCY
For PV system to be highly efficient in hot climate, there is
a need for molecules or arrays back to be ventilated when
temperatures are high, ventilation can be done either bay
passive means, that is raising the PV molecules to allow air

circulation to pass through the molecules back, hence reduced
its temperature or by active means, through permitting fan to
blow air to the back, or passing pump water to the back of the
panel. (URL 8). See figure 11 below

Figure 11: PVT system with pipes and fins on the University of Colorado 2007 Solar Decathlon house
Source: (Horizon Renewals, 2013)
Polycrystalline operates in an average sun radiation
exhibits higher energy outcome than Môn crystalline and thin
film technology, however, in situation where by solar radiation
is low, its outcome generation the less than the other two PV
panels. It is molecular temperature is lower than Môn
crystalline but a little bit higher than thin film technology.
Therefore this is an indication that its efficiency in hot climate
is better than Môn crystalline but less than thin film.
Môn crystalline generates more energy under high solar
radiation, it produces less than polycrystalline at higher
temperature, and it creates more heat than the two former ones
as it operates.
Thin film technology panels have the ability of producing
more energy in cloudy days and under high temperatures in hot
regions, but at high solar radiation it produces less than the
other two.(27)

2.6.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS COST
There are wide range of PV available in market today, Môn
crystalline PV though very efficient but relatively more
expansive than the others, due to its complex and expansive
production process. However, despite its high cost still remain
the most favourable one due to tremendous improvement it
attaints, in reduction of wafer thickness and increase in surface
area from 100 cm square to 240 cm square (28) Môn
crystalline characterized by its high efficiency, uniform shapes,
and highly durable; for polycrystalline has a low maintenance
cost, and long life span functionality. Thin film costly
effective, light in weight highly flexible in use. The table II
shows the most familiar PV technology used today.( URL.9) S
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Table.II
PV CELL
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Môn crystalline

Polycrystalline

Thin Film

15-20%

13-16%

6-8%

cell

25.0%

20.4%

13.4%

Area required for 1
kWp

6-9 m2

8-9 m2

13-20 m2

Typical
warranty

25 years

25 years

10-25 years

0.75 $/W

0.62 $/W

0.69 $/W

Typical
efficiency

module

Best research
efficiency

length

Lowest price
Temperature
resistance

of

Performance
drops 10-15% at
high temperatures

Less temperature
than Môn crystalline

resistant

Tolerates
heat

extreme

Source: http://energyinformative.org/solar-cell-comparison-chart-mono-polycrystalline-thin-film/.
Information date is for 2013.
2.6.3 PV PANELS OPTMUM TILT ANGLE &
ORIENTATION
Equator passes through the earth planet dividing it in to two
equal parts, named northern hemisphere located north to
equator and south hemisphere located south to equator. The
optimum orientation in situation where the panel is in northern
hemisphere is that the panel should face true south direction, if
the panel is in southern hemisphere, it should however, face
true north direction. Books and articles advised that tilt should
be plus +15 in winter and minus -15 in summer. (URL.10)
Duffie and Beckman (1991) advocated that optimum
orientation for PV panel in northern hemisphere is towards
south direction. However panels are installed in reference to
this mentioned law. Fixing of PV panels is normally attributes
to their positions due to equator. Moreover, optimum tilt angle
is defined as the angle by which panels receive maximum solar
radiation.(29) See figure 12

Tilt angle seem to be subject of argument among many
researchers, Lewis (1987) recommended that tilt angle is minus
-8 in summer and plus +8 in winter. Yellot (1973) advocated
that tilt angle could be plus and minus (±20°). (30) In line with
the thumb rule PV panels are installed at tilted angle nearly
equal to the latitude of the PV location area and facing south.
(31) See figure 13

Figure 13; Array Tilt Angle Affects Seasonal
Performance (Brooks, Dunlop, 2012)

Figure 12: Figure Orientation in Northern and
Southern Hemisphere (Sundays, 2013)

The quantity of solar radiations received by PV panel
depends to great extent on the
following factors:1- Position or orientation of the PV panel.
2- Angle tilt of the panel.
3- Geographical location.(32)
In order to obtain maximum solar radiation optimum tilt
angle should be used. The two case study areas are Sudan for
hot climate and Finland for cold climate. The table below used
here is from statistical data base of NASA. (33) As shown in
the Table 3 below.
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Table III : Optimum Tilt angle in Sudan and Finland
Source: Amogpai, A (2011)
III. CASE STUDY OF HOT CLIMATE
3.1
NATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATION
HEADQUARTERS OF SUDAN
The construction of the 29 storey office building tower was
to accommodate National Telecommunication Headquarter
Sudan, the construction of elegant building started in May
2007.The aluminium system of (BIPV) was supplied by Sapa a
Swedish based company. The photovoltaic panels are a total of
1400 panels,, it was rated in 2009 as world second largest thin
film BIPV application, producing 104.67 KWP per year. A
bout 2000 square meter Sapa system was utilized to create this
interesting façade. (URL.11)

Because of the semi desert climatic condition of Khartoum
city, which characterized by very high temperature, a
amorphous silicon (thin film) cells were adapted in this
building, instead of mono & poly crystalline which have higher
efficiency than thin film, this due to the fact that mono & poly
crystalline have greater tendency for exhibiting lower
efficiency as the climate temperature escalates more than lab
temperature of 25 degrees. However, it must be noted that thin
film is more tolerant to high temperature, cloudy condition and
even dusty environment than the other two types. Hence, all
these factors made thin film inevitably the most suitable choice
in the building. The table below show some fact about the
project. See table IV

Table IV: Technical information
Source: Sapa building system
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A

B
Figure 14: A shows see through thin film type
Figure 13: B shows opaque thin film type

IV. CASE STUDY OF COLD CLIMATE
4.1 NCC HEAD OFFICE, HELISINKI, FINLAND
NCC Office building is site occupied 30000 square meter,
located near the centre of the city of Helsinki, the building was
commissioned in 2004, the aim of PV integration in building is
meant as environmental responsive and for aesthetics
aspiration. The planning of PV integration has been considered
since the initial design stage of the building. The building
accommodates 400 employees. However, the integration is
adapted as racks on flat roof and smaller area of windows of
the building, because building regulation of the town doesn’t

permit glass facade. The following table shows technical
information about the PV integration.(34)
It must be noted that panels are installed high in the roof
top, it cannot be seen by visitors’ who are coming to the
building, but it can be visually seen by people in neighbouring
buildings and from a distance by people driving cars from
metro, bicycle riders and so on. Polycrystalline photovoltaic is
chosen here due to its relatively high efficiency in cold weather
moreover it is more economically viable compare to monocrystalline which is although highly efficient but very
expansive. However, building regulation of the city have
limited the PV panel integration if not the building would have
produce more electricity. See table

Table V: Technical information
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Figure 14: NCC head office.( Amogpai, A ,2011)

Figure 15: Roof-line with PV installations.( Amogpai, A ,2011)

Figure 16: Window integrated PV installation.
(SOURCE: AMOGPAI, A 2011)
VDISCUSSION
All PV panels can generate energy both in hot and cold
climates, but their efficiency differs, under optimum cell

Roof-line with PV installations. (Amogpai, A ,2011)

---.PV installation on roof. (Amogpai, A ,2011)
temperature of 25 degrees Môn crystalline is the most efficient,
followed by polycrystalline then thin film. In hot climate thin
film is the most efficient among the three types. For PV panels
to receive optimum solar radiations the sun radiation incident
angle must come perpendicular to the PV panel face. Cold
clear day produce more energy output and hot overcast day
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produces less energy. For solar cell to optimally operate the
cell temperature should not be more than the lab temperature
which is 25 degree centigrade, increase above 60 degrees cause
the cell to lose 0.5% efficiency decrease for any degree

centigrade increase. PV cell installed in hot climate should be
ventilated; however, the ventilation should be to the cell back
by leaving gap of at least 15 cm.

5.1. COMPARISON OF PV INTEGRATION IN HOT AND COLD CLIMATE
S/

characteristics

Hot climate Project

Cold climate project

1

Lactation/Name

2

Climate type

Hot

Cold

3

Hemisphere

North

North

4

Integration type

Facade

Roof

5

Cell type

Thin film

Polycrystalline

6

Tilt angle

23.5

45

7

Shading

No shading

No shading

8

Ventilation

Need ventilation

No need for ventilation

9

PV orientation

To the south

To the south

10

Radiation angle

High

low

No
Sudan/
tower

Telecommunication

Finland/ NCC Office Building

Table 6: Comparison between PV integration between Sudan and Finland
V. CONCLUSION
As it has been stated previously in literature review, in
order for PV panels to operate efficiently, it is important to
know latitude and optimum tilt angle of the area or region. It is
important to know that solar radiations intensity is higher near
equator and it decreases as we distance away. To obtain
optimum tilt angle in hot and cold climate, in summer the
optimum angle must be reduced by -15 degrees, in winter by
+15 degrees. However in summer PV panels received solar
radiation at higher angle and at lower angle in winter.
Thin film solar panel could be used both in hot and cold
climates , it is however relatively very cheap compared to the
other two, but its disadvantage is that it is less efficient than the
other two types, therefore to compensate this set back, the
installed area should be increased. For hot climate Thin film is
the most appropriate type because it is more tolerant to heat,

cheap and can operates even when the climate is cloudy and
dusty, therefore in Sudan Telecommunication tower it is been
used, due to the fact that the weather is semi desert, very hot,
dusty in summer, therefore, thin film is highly recommended in
hot climates. However poly-crystalline too can be used,
because is less affected by high temperature, if we provide (1520) gap or good ventilation or cooling using water for back of
the cell it will operates efficiently, however it is more
economically wise than mono-crystalline.
In cold climate the most recommended type of PV panel
according to the literature is poly-crystalline, because it is
efficiency is high in cold climate and more economically wise
and it has longer life span. But it must be noted that all the
three types can effectively operates in cold climate, but if we
considered both efficiency, economical and payback time poly
crystalline is the best. But all types can be jointly used in
different ways in cold climate.
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